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WEEK 10 My Final Address!!!!
Posted on August 3, 2011 by Sharrod

Its pretty much all over we do our run through tomorrow and then Fri we present
I am ready to just get this done with. This has been a fun 10 weeks but I am just
happy that I finished strong and that my group has accomplished a lot since the
beginning! This has been a great experience for me one i wont forget thanks a
lot everyone that is in charge of the program for having me here at ISU!!!
I want to leave everyone with one last nice sight from before they leave…I also
have learned a lot about modeling since I have been here which is another great
thing especially want to thank Ted!!! This image was constructed by me…
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Almost Complete….
Posted on August 1, 2011 by Sharrod

I am glad my group is pretty much finished we have all the materials we need for
the poster and paper pretty much complete everything is in order right now! All I
can say is I am glad i am apart of Team Vet Med!
Posted in Uncategorized | Comments Off

Finished with one part on to another
Posted on July 22, 2011 by Sharrod

We finished up user testing yesterday it was a joyous day now it is time to do
data analysis! I here that it is a real drag but someone has got to do it so yea. Its
been a nice summer and internship with only two weeks left everything is slowly
coming to an end. It is nice to see how much everyone has learned from their
projects since the day we all started. I look forward to taking all this knowledge
back with me but now I must get back to work!
Posted in Uncategorized | Comments Off

WORK WORK WORK
Posted on July 19, 2011 by Sharrod

IM GETTING SCARED ABOUT STARTING USABILITY TESTING TOMORROW. IM
NERVOUS ABOUT WHAT IS GOING ON RIGHT NOW….AHHH REAL MONSTERS!!!!
Posted in Uncategorized | Comments Off

I wish I was an astronaut
Posted on July 19, 2011 by Sharrod

I WANT TO LEAVE PLANET EARTH….THE END!!!
Posted in Uncategorized | Comments Off

Beginning of animating a ninja…more to come!!!
Posted on July 15, 2011 by Sharrod

Today I made a ninjas knees bend its only not too fascinating but a big step from
where i came from. It took 30 mins just to do this one second animation that’s
just the life of a animator. lol Sort of like a programmer. Here is the video: click
on the link below
ninja bending knees
Thanks a lot Ted for the direction you gave. I am well on my way!

Posted in Modeling | Comments Off

We have been through a whole heep of work!!!
Posted on July 15, 2011 by Sharrod

This has been a great internship with only 3 weeks to go I feel like I have
accomplished a lot and learned a lot at the same time. The project is in its final
stages next week we plan to be testing people to see what type of responses that
we will get about out prototypes. WE have a meeting at 3 since Ryan is just back
in town to really make sure that things are into place and what the next steps to
take are. Its been fun here but I am starting to get a little home sick so yea I hope
these next few weeks breeze on by!
Posted in Uncategorized | Comments Off

ANIMATION
Posted on July 14, 2011 by Sharrod

I had a good talk with Ted about animation and modeling and he gave me some
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pointers on some of the things I should do to help me become a better
animator/artist. Which means going back and watching a bunch animated
movies and cartoons. So that means I ll probably watching Tangled and a Bugs
Life very soon. lol The group project seems to be coming along just fine
everyone is attacking their assignment and close to getting everything done and
ready for testing! Almost done with week six this summer has flown by and that
is amazing. P.S. I LOVE ANIMATION HENCE THE TILE!!!
Posted in Uncategorized | 1 Comment

How does the research presented relate to your
own experiences and beliefs regarding racism?
Posted on July 13, 2011 by Sharrod

I feel it goes along with the fact that if you taught or group up to know or feel that
another culture or type or person is “wrong” in a way you will begin to believe
that. In gangs with the crips and bloods red and blue means you are enemies
and it was instilled into these gang members that they are not suppose to like
the other person wearing that certain color. So yea that is what I feel. Racism is
still alive and just prejudice itself not even necessarily racism just pre-judging
someone by the color of there skin or where they are from or what they are
wearing! Its still prevalent today much so!
Posted in Ethics | Comments Off

Rainbows and Unicorns
Posted on July 12, 2011 by Sharrod

I love rainbows and I want a unicorn an evil unicorn though with flames for a tail!
Today is pretty chill this feels like it will be a smooth week I have no complaints
so far so yea. The group is always meshing together well…everything about Vet
Med is just smooth. I cant wait until we get through this week and the next so we
can be done with the testing and then just focus on the poster and paper which is
pretty much complete. I like how things are coming along!
Posted in Uncategorized | Comments Off
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